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The meeting was called to order at 3.35 p.m . 

.ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA (A/AC.105/L.118) 

The CHAIRMAN: The Committee has before it a provisional agenda, 

which once more is being submitted in a form that is somewhat of a change from 

previous patterns. We have submitted the agenda to the Committee in its new 

format again, as the Committee is aware, by way of an experiment and we shall, 

in the course of this meeting, have to look at the future format of our agenda, 

For this year, however, I propose this agenda. 

The agenda was adopted. 

ATTENDANCE BY STATES NON-MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE 

'Ihe CHAIRMAN: Before I open this meeting with the customary statement 

by the Chairman, I should like to inform members of requests from Members of the 

United Nations non-members of the Committee to attend the twenty-third session 

of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. I have received a letter 

dated 23 May 1980 from the Permanent Representative of the People's Republic 

of China to the United Nations, the substantive part of which is as follows: 
111 have the honour to inform Your Excellency that the Chinese Government 

has decided to send a delegation of four as observers to attend the 

twenty-third session of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. 

You are kindly requested to assist in making the necessary arrangements." 

I have also received a note verbale dated 18 June 1980 from the Permanent 

Representative of the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam to the United Nations, the 

substantive part of whose text reads as follows: 

"The Permanent Representative of the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam 

to the United Nations presents his compliments to the Chairman of the 

Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space and has the honour to inform 

the latter that the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam wishes to participate 

as observer in the session of the United Nations Outer Space Committee to 

be held from 23 June to 3 July 1980 at United Nations Headquarters. 11 

I have made these two communications the subject of consultations with 

delegations and I should now like to suggest that, following our past practice, 

we invite the delegations of the People's Republic of China and the Socialist 
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Republic of Viet Nam to attend the twenty-third session of the Committee and to 

address the Committee as appropriate. This will be without prejudice 

for further requests of this nature and will not involve any decision of the 

Committee concerning status but will be a courtesy that the Committee extends 

to those two delegations. These arrangements will also apply, mutatis mutandis 
0 

to the meetings of the Preparatory Committee for the Second United Nations 

Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. 

If I hear no objections we shall proceed accordingly. 

It was so decided. 

STATEMENT BY THE CHAIRMAN 

The CHAIRMAN: Let me now, at the beginning of this twenty-third session 

of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, welcome you most warmly 

ae;ain to our meetings. I am pleased, as I look across this room, to recognize 

many colleagues from our previous sessions and I look forward to meeting and 

vorking together with those of you who are here for the first time. 

I should also like to welcome the representatives of the various international 

organizations which have provided such valuable support and assistance to the 

Committee in the past. As we begin the important work that lies before us, I am 

certain that the Committee can only benefit from the combination of experience, 

knowledge and technical expertise and from the fresh ideas and approaches 

that can be contributed by each of you here today. 

Since our last session together exactly one year ago, a number of noteworthy 

achievements have been made in the exploration of outer space. Of particular 

importance - to cite only one - is the progress being made in the develorment of 

various space transportation systems. The recent launching of the SOYUZ-T2 provides 

further evidence of the increasing sophistication and refinement of an operational 

system, and the successful docking of SOYUZ-36 with the orbiting SALYUT-6 space 

station serves as one further example of effective international co-operation 

in outer space. In this case 9 SOYUZ-36 provided a valuable opportunity for the 

collaboration of cosmonauts from the Soviet Union and Hungary. 
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The successful launching of ii.RIA.NE-I in December gave further impetus to 

European efforts in developing such a system~ and in the meantime further work 

and testinc continues on the United States shuttle proc;ramme. 

In other areas of space activity_ this year ,re have seen further e:ccitinc 

discoveries deriveu. from data cathered previously concerning Jupiter, Saturn) 

Venus and :iars. The launchinc of the Hic;h ~nergy 11.stronomy Laboratory 3 by the 

United States promises to provide invaluable data concerninc; the cor.1position of 

our uni verse. Let me at this :point e::tend conc;ratulations to all nations 

represented here that have contributed to these ne'IT steps towards the peaceful 

uses of outer space, and Pspecially to Austria I s GOOd neiGhbour the People· s 

Republic of IIun3ary? which has joined the ~rowini; number of space explorers 

for the first tirae. 

I should like now, as in the past, to review briefly the work completed by 

our tuo subsidiary bodies~ the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee and the 

Lec;al Sub,-Committee. At this point T wish once acain to express the 

Cornmi tteE:'s appreciation of the personal efforts of the Chairmen of those tiro 

Sub-.. Cor.mittees, John Cn.rver of Australia arid Eu:eniusz Wyzner 

of Poland; I trust that their deleGations uill convey this expression of 

appreciation to them. Under their able ~uidance both Sub-Committees have 

considered and resolved many complex and thorny questions over the past years. 

In examininc the progress that has been achieved this year in our two 

Sub-Committees, one cannot deny that the results of their efforts have led to 

some disappointment. This is a matter of concern to all of us, even though a 

number of factors appear to have led to this situation. 

In the Legal Sub-Committee, for instance, the completion of the Moon 

'Ir~aty last yeo.r left an ar,enda composed for the most part of lonc;-standinc; 

i terns on which the positions of Member States are well established and hardly 

n1low of easy re solution. As far as the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee 

is concerned: it iias certainly bec;un to feel the weie;ht of preparations for the 

Second United 1Tations Conference on the :Cxploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer 

Space. 'This may have somewhat limited its ability to devote :r;1ore of its enerc;ies 

to consider~tion of its rec;ular ~~enda items. Both these and other 

circumstances, not all of which are linked to the immediate parameters of our 

vorlt, have clearly hindered the Sub-Committees in their efforts this year) and I 

can only hope that, havinc; experienced these difficulties and iclentified their 
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causes, the two Sub~Committees will in future be able to proceed somewhat more 

speedily on the basis of their already well established foundations. 

Looking bacl;:. first upon the work of the Scientific and Technical Sub--Commi ttee, 

I not A tT.nt the discussion of remote sensin,r:; of the earth by s:J.telli te was resi:.r~1ed 

aGain this year as an item of priority. It is a matter for regret, however,that once 

again the Sub-Cor.,l'li ttee was un:1bl~ to reach consensus on the questions relating 

to the dissemination of remote-sensinG data, as reflected by the differinc; views 

of iTember States recorded in paragraph 38 of the report of the Sub-Co:rmnittee 

(A/AC.105/267). It is to be hoped that we shall be able to agree without delay 

on a ba.sis for the dissemination of such data. In the meantime I fa,~1 happy to note 

that the Sub-Committee has agreed that there is no scientific or technical basis 

for a sensed State not to have timely and non-discriE1inatory access to d.ata 

concerning its territory. ii. number of documents were presented to the Sub-

Committee concerning questions relating to remote sensing~ however, discussions 

as described in section V of the report of the Sub-Connnittee led to no new 

conclusions. One document was given particular attention - that concerned with 

the concept of .:effective resolution element:: (ERE). The Sub-,Committee, noting 

that the report did not provide finalized definitions, requested the International 

Society of Photogrammetry to review this concept further and to inform it at its 

next session of any more precise definitions. 

The co-ordinatinG role of the United Nations and international co~operation 

i!1 remote--sensing activities were also discussed under this item and the 

Secretariat was requested to prepare, with the assistance of Member States, a 

detailed catalogue on the uses of remote sensing. In addition to its general 

~tility, that catalogue should prove of particular value in preparing for the 

Second United Nations Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer 

Space. 

The Sub-Committee noted with approval the various remote-sensin:::; activities 

of the Division for Natural Resources and Energy and of the United Hations 

agencies - -1-,hA Food and Agriculture Organization, the ~!orld Meteorological 

Organization~ the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultur~l Or~anization 
\ . 

and the International Telecommunications Union in particular. Some delegations 

expressed their support for the creation within the United Nations Development 
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Prozraimne of a sµecial graduate-level training proc;ramrne for nationals of 

developing countries. That suc;t;estion was duly transr,1itted to the Administrator 

of UNDP and his response is provided in one of the documents before 

the Committee. 

In revieuing the activities carriecl. out within the Uni tea. nations space 

:::,pplico,tions programme, as contained in section III of the Sub•-COI!lJlli ttee I s report 

tA/AC.105/267), the Sub--Committee commended the work accomplisl:ed b~r tl~e 

Expert on Space Applications in 1979 and at the same time reaffirmed. its a:r:,proval 

of the various training courses and seminars planned for 1980 and 19Dl. 'rl:e 

Sub-Committee expressed its gratitua.e to the GovL-:rr.rnents of Ar(".entina, 11ie:eria 

and Syria for servinG as host countries for re0ional seminars hela. durinc the 

year and in addition expressed special appreciation to the Government of Italy 

and the United Nations Food and Ar,riculture Orr,anization for tl~eir part in 

concluctinc; the fourth international traininc cour3e on remote--sensinr; 

techniques in the field of fisheries. 

In 1980; seminars have already been held in Upper Volta, Costa Tiica anc1-

Ite.ly. Others scheduled for this year include a seminar 111 Tol\yo, Japan~ a 

United i:Jations Food and Ac;riculture Or.'.:,anizo.tion seElinar on remote -sensinc: 

applications for land resources in Athens 1 Greece, and a seminar on remote-• 

sensinr; applications in the field of e;eoloc;,y and hydroloc;y to be h,.:;ld in 

Daku~ USSR. 

The Sub- Committee also expressed its appreciation to the Covern'11ents of 

Belgium and Italy for reneuine:; their sponsor3hip of training fellowships in 1979, 

Such fellouships are an important means of providine; assistance to the developing 

countries and it is hoped that 1,1ore such fellowsl:ips can be p:::-ovided by Member 

States in the future. 

Recognizinc; the valuable role uhich the space .:1,pplico.tions proc;re.r,11'l.e can play 

in satisfyinc; the needs of developinc; countries~ the Sub-Con1mittee reiterated 

its view that tl:e Proc;rafillne should be expanded where possible in order to achieve 

that aim. 

Other questions which uere considered by the Scientific and Technical Sub

Committee were those concernine; space trn.nspurtation systems and their implications 

for future activities in space and the physical nature and technical attributes 

of the eeostationary orbit. 
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The considerations of the Sub-Committee on each of these two questions 

are contained in sections VI and VII respectively of the Sub-Committee 1 s 

report (!'c/ACol05/267_). A number of documents uere provided to the Sub~•Cornmittee .. 
concernin~ both of these questions and, on the item of snace trans~ortation 

systems., the Sub-Committee took special note of the progress being made by 

the Soviet Union, France? the United States and the European Space I\eency 

(ESA) in such system development. I mentioned some the successes achieved 

in these endeavours in the earlier part of my statement. Discussions on 

the geostationary orbit revolved around the question of whether or 

not planning would be one of the most effective means of ensuring 

its equitable use. As no new recommendations or proposals were !'lade concerning 

either the geostationary orbit or space transportation systems) the Sub•~Committee 

determined to devote further consideration to these items at its next session. 

Once again this year, the Workine; Group on the Use of Nuclear Power Sources 

in Outer Space met under the able guidance of Mro Carver, and succeeded in 

making further progress in the work vhich it commenced at its first session 

last year. The report of the Uorldng Group is provided as annex II of the 

Sub-Committee's report. At this year's session, the Working 

Group was provided with a substantial num.ber of workine; papers for its 

consideration and, in addition, continued its discussion of the four major 

aspects of the question that it had identified and discussed last year. The 

Working Group concluded its work by reaffirming its belief that nuclear 

power sources can be used safely in outer space, provided that all necessary 

safety requirements are met. It was suggested that further consideration of 

this question take place next year and it was recommended that arrangements be 

made for the Working Group to meet for one week during the eighteenth session 

of the Scientific and Tecbnical Sub-Committee. 

The Sub-Committee, acting in accordance uith General Assembly resolution 

33/16, also met in its capacity as Advisory Committee to the Preparatory Committee 

for the Second United Nations Conferenc0 on the Exploration and Peaceful 

Uses of Outer Space. During its meetings, the Advisory Committee considered 

a broad range of preparatory questions, as described in its report A/CONF.101/PC/l. 

I am certain that the discussions which began at that time uill greatly 

expedite the work of the Preparatory Coi0unittee and allow it to reach a consensus 

on all outstanding issues. 
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I shall discuss the progress made by the Advisory Committee in greater detail 

when ,re begin our session as the Preparatory Committee of the Conference. 

':l:'urning now to the work of the LeGal Sub••Co:m111ittee :, 1mcl_ertaken in accordance 

with resolution 34/66 of the General Assembly, I note that the lack of progress 

was especially marked, reflecting a co11tinuine reluctance of Hember States to draw 

closer together in their views on direct television broadcasting and re;mote sensing 

by satellite. On the first item, a Harking Group was established once again, 

this year under the chairmanship of ~Ir. Feuzi :Cl .. ·Ibro.shi of Egypt. The Forkines 

Group proceeded with its consideration of this item, including the :;clean text 1
; 

submitted by Canada and Sweden at its last session? which appe11rs at the end 

of annex I of the report of the Sub-Committee (A/AC.105/271). Althour,h s:9ecial 

attention uas given to the principle of consul ta.tion and agreement be·c.ueen 

States and a number of uorkinG papers were considered, the basic differences on 

the outstandine; issues remain as in earlier sessions. As a result~ no further 

progress was possible. 

In considering the question of remote sensing? a Horkinc; Group vas also 

established once, again this year under the chairrmmship of 11r. Hrms Hinkler 

of Austria. The Harking Group proceeded uith discussions of the text 

contained in last year v s report and provided as the apr,endix to annex II of 

this year's report (A/AC.105/271), Althow~h some additions uere contributecl 

to the text by an informal draftinc; Group, I am bound to report, uith some 

regret, that no substantial progress could be made. 

Also in accordance uith General Assembly resolution 34 /66, a neu item 

entitled ';Review of existine; international law relevant to outer space 

activities with a vieu to determining the appropriateness of supple:111enting such 

law with provisions relatine; to the use of nuclear r,ower sources in outer space 11 

1ras added to this session I s a~enda. This item generated a great deal of debate, 

focusing primarily upon a working paper submittea_ by the delec;ation of Canada. 

The paper outlined four basic areas for further study and proposed the 

establishment of a working c;roup for that purpose. The differing vieus of 

11ember Str.i.tes on the matter are reflected in parn~;raphs 49 to 51 of the report 

of the Legal Sub•-Cornmittee. As the Sub•-Committee uas unable to make a 

recommendation on this proriosal, the question has nou been left for decision 

by the Committee. I trust that we shall be able to a,c;ree expeditiously u))on 
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a useful course of action to follow m the future on this very important 

item. 

Consideration ,ras continued at this year 1 s session of matters relating to the 

definition and/or delimitation of outer space, bearing in mind, inter alia, 

q_uestions relating to the e;eostationary orbit. The discussions of the 

Sub-Committee on this item can be found in section III of its report 

(A/AC,105/271). Although no formal recommendations uere made, a livel~r clehate 

took place, with many States ex-pressing their support for a proposal made 

previously by the Soviet Union to establish the toi:r.dcry between air and outer space 

at an altitude not higher than 100 to 110 kilometres. Other delegations 

op:oosed this proposal, suggesting that there ,ras no le~al or scientific 

basis for such a boundary. 

In more specific consideration of questions relating to the geostationary 

orbit, the debate of the Sub-Cornmi ttee e;enerally reflected the views 

expressed at past sessions. Houever, in view of the 1979 convening of the 

World Administrative Radio Conference, several delegations pointed 

out the relevance of its Final Acts and resolutions, suggesting that these 

be borne carefully in mind. Although no ne1r recormnendations ern.erged from 

the discussions on this item, the debate which ensued was indeed encoura1sinr;, 

leading one to hope that substantial progress mi~ht be made on this item at 

future sessions. 

Having now briefly reviewed the war!;: of the tuo subsidiary bodies of the 

Committee, I feel some comments may be in order concerning the focus and 

direction of our present and future activities. For we have before us today 

an ambitious programme of work - work which must be completed in tuo short 

weeks. And for that reason O I believe I mic;ht spend a few mcments with members, 

now at the outset, to consider our basic c;oals in convening this year's 

session and in meeting in this framework generally. 

As many members may be well aware:• this Committee has long been 

considered, and continues to be considered 0 exemplary amonp, the many similar 

bodies existing here at the United Nations. We have selected with care and 

great prudence those areas in which work should be done and could be done, 

and we have worked together patiently and responsibly in carryinp; out our 

tasks. 
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The results of those efforts have been hi~·;hly rewardin~; most recently, for 

example, there has been the adoption by consensus by the General Assembly of the 

Moon Treaty. ifo are pleased to note that the first Member States have ber.;un the 

signing of the Treaty. The past acccmplishments of this Ccrr1nittee provide 

substantial grounds for the feeling that difficult work has been well done; but at 

the same time we must recognize that other important questions and iss~es await 

our attention. 'l';1e succecsful completion of worl: nt any one scsnion in no 

uay narrows or lowers our horizon; rather it serves to raise our siehts 

and. focus our thou~hts on nev and even isreater challenges for the future. 

In that connexion, allow me to recall a consideration I put before this 

Co1mnittee last year and remind representatives once again of our responsibility, 

as members of the Cmnmittee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, to preserve 

outer space as a predominantly peaceful environment - an environment uhich 

serves not the enhancement of national rivalries on earth but the clevelopment 

of all--embrac:i.ng internri.tionc.l co-operu.tion. Casting a sober look nt the state 

of uorld affairs, as ue did ln.st year, ve are reminded even more ur~ently o-f 

the importance of erectinc; barriers ac;ainst ·che spillinc; over of tensions into 

outer space to avoid tipping the fragile balance of detente tmrarcls increased 

confrontation and coapetition in that medililll. 

Dy extendinc; :peaceful co-operation in outer space, by harnessinG neu 

teclmolO[;ies and neu techni<1,ues for :peaceful riurposes, by divertinc; resources, 

ener3ies and ideas to an ever increasing deGree touards the peaceful uses of 

outer space, ue can erect such barriers. Dy buildinG new foundations of space 

lmr ,. extendin'.:; the :9rincip;tes of the· rule of law to the moon and the stars 

and creatinG a safe framework for the further use and ex:r::>loration of our 

planetary environment 1re can erect pouerful barriers a,~ninst chaos and 

lawlessness in outer space. 

That this is an urc;ent manrlate is shown by data such as those provided by 

the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute ( SIPRI), ,rhich, in one 

of it::; recent year bocks en ,rorld armament and c1isarmament, contcnclecl that 

alreu.cly by the encl. of 1977 some 75 per cent of launchecl satellites were 

militarily oriented e.ncl tha·c s:gace-based systems uere beginnin~ to play an 

increasin~ role in preparations fer fighting wars on earth. 
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Uhether or not those fisures are accurate or exo.c:;cerated, they 

ui.1derscore the in:9ortance of the uork of this Comrn.ittee, whicl1 lrns to provide 

proof that the real promise of outer spa.ce lies in peaceful 

co--operation, and that we nations can indeed organize to work together in space 

rather than usin~ space for cl::;,rker l'lurposes. 

Th[1,t is a necessity which is also and not least dictated by the 3rowinc; 

scarcity of resources on earth and by the sharpening dispute over their 

allocation runon,; the natio;.1s of this uorld.. By findinc ways and L1er,ns of 

using the -oenefits of space exploration for a c;rovinc; number of nations from 

the industrialized and developinc; parts of the world, we should succeed not 

only in -urestinc; human resources fror,1 simply military applications, but also 

in mo,kin3 o.. contribution to a more just and equitable distribution of resources 

on earth" 

In the field of energy, for exarJ.ple J the successful development and 

use of solar•-j_Jouere<l satellites in space will have a major impact on enerc;y 

systems and proc;rnr.1ii1es here on earth. The Second United Nations Conference on the 

Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Cuter Space will provide 2,n unprecedented 

opportunity for examining and exploring both the reality and the potential of such 

earthly space applications. 

Clearly J those of us uho are assembled here today are quite mrn,re that 

space exploration and research can play a vital role in rnan I s efforts to create 

a new and better world of tomorrou and to preserve it. The dmn.1 of that 

world has already bec;un, as space science and technoloc;y are begining even today to 

provide Grmring evidence of their uniCJ_ue and unli1:1ited lJOtential for resolvines 

the complex anc.1 pressine; problems currently facinc; mankind. 

Let us hope that this session of the Cor,m1ittee? and es31ecially the year 

1S'02, can brinQ; a true awakenine of mankind to the realization that the answers 

to our earthly problems may uell lie in the unknmm darl;:nes::; and solitude of 

outer space, 
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The CHAIRMAN: I should like to inform members of the Committee that 

the Rapporteur, Mr. Carlos Garcia, whose services the Committee enjoyed over a 

number of sessions, has left his post and has therefore resigned bis function 

as Rapporteur of this Committee. 

I wish to take this opportunity of thanking him and his delegation on 

behalf of the Committee for the valuable services he performed in our midst. 

I also have the pleasure to announce that the delegation of Brazil has 

provided a new candidate for the office of Rapporteur in the person of 

Hr. Carlos Antonio Bettencourt Bueno, Deputy Permanent Representative of 

Brazil tu the United Nations. I understand from consultations with deleeations 

that it is their wish that Mr. Bueno be appointed Rapporteur. 

As I hear no other nominations, I take it that the Committee has elected 

Mr. Carlos Antonio Bettencourt Bueno, Rapporteur of the Committee. 

Mr. Bueno (Brazil) was elected Rapporteur of the Committee. 

PROGRAMME OF WORK 

The CHAIRMAN: Since no delegation wishes to speak under agenda item 3 

at the moment, I should like to remind representatives that according to the 

time-table for our work, which we adopted along with the agenda, only three 

mornings of this week, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 24, 25 and 26 June, have 

been allocated to this agenda item, 11General exchange of views". I should 

therefore urge representatives to inscribe their names on the speakers' list so 

that we can conclude this item within the time-frame which we have given ourselves. 

Since no representative wishes to speak this afternoon, I should hope that they 

would come forward in great number at the next meeting of the Committee. 
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I further suggest that, in view of the need to concentrate our work, we 

postpone the opening of the Preparatory Committee until tomorrow afternoon. 

~he first meeting of the Preparatory Committee would then be held tomorrow 

afternoon, and I again urge members even now at this moment to embark immediately 

upon the agenda before the Freparatory Committee, 

My hope is that, after a short introductory statement which I propose to 

make tomorrow afternoon at the outset of our work in the Preparatory Committee, 

we shall immediately embark upon item 2, nPreparatory work of the Second 

United Nations Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space 11
, 

again with a view to keeping ourselves within the time-frame that we have 

adopted for the Committee's work. 

The meeting rose at 4.10 p.m. 




